New Council Introduction Webinar 7 November 15:00 UTC
Marika Konings:Welcome to the new Councilors Webinar
Petter Rindforth:Thanks :-)
Gabriela Szlak:thanks!! Is is necessary to call in or I will be able to listen from the adobe?
Marika Konings:I think there will be audio via Adobe Connect
Gabriela Szlak:great!
Marika Konings:and you should be able to connect your microphone so you can also ask questions
via your computer instead of the phone.
Gabriela Szlak:even better then!
Gabriela Szlak:well, I have tried but the system offers me to dial in...
Gabriela Szlak:anyway I can ask questions from here
Jonathan Robinson:Hi. I will dial in now. Jonathann
Mary Wong:Hello everyone.
Mike O'Connor:quick question -- how long is the call? an hour?
Glen de Saint Gery:Gabi, if you need us to call out to you please send me your number
Bladel:Waiting for the operator......
Marika Konings:@Mikey - yes, I think it is scheduled for 1 hour
Gabriela Szlak:Thanks Glen, in Chile I do not have a phone, I use skype but the free numbers do not
work so as I ma having so many calls, I try to not use my credit when is not needed
Jonathan Robinson:Scheduled for an hour Mikey. I expect we could be done in 30 mins
Jonathan Robinson:1 minute & we'll go
Marika Konings:@Gabriela - for me the toll free US number does typically seem to work (without
charge)
Marika Konings:from Skype I mean
Gabriela Szlak:I haven´t been so lucky
Gabriela Szlak::(
Gabriela Szlak:I will try
Gabriela Szlak:Can you please let me know when you start? I am not sure if I am listening
Marika Konings:It has started - are your speakers on?
Gabriela Szlak:thanks
Gabriela Szlak:yes
Gabriela Szlak:no I listen
Gabriela Szlak:now I meant
Marika Konings:great!
Mike O'Connor:going great -- carry on Jonathan
Amr Elsadr:Hello all..., just dialled in.
Marika Konings:Hi Amr
Mike O'Connor:hi Amr
Mike O'Connor:Marika and i always disagree over capitalization
Marika Konings::-)
John Berard:don't need to be there; easy to lparticipate remotely
Volker Greimann:apologies, briefly lost track of time there
Marika Konings:Some more detailed graphics and information about the GNSO PDP can be found
here: http://gnso.icann.org/en/basics/consensus-policy/pdp
Bladel:Two Iowans on the Council. :)
Mike O'Connor:part of the Mississippi Valley coalition
John Berard:How OLD is that O'Connor photo?
Amr Elsadr:I'll see you all in BA. :)
Mike O'Connor:pretty old
Mike O'Connor:i like the one with the hat better.
Mary Wong:Welcome to all new Council members and liaisons!
Marika Konings:I took the first one I could find on google ;-)
Maria Farrell:My picture has got a fair amount of milage on it, too...
Berry Cobb:You can tell the Mikey photo is old.....not as much flair around the neck.
Marika Konings:please send me your preferred one so I can update it - presumably there will also be
some new headshots of those joining the Council for the web-site.
Maria Farrell:oh no, pls keep the old and flattering one!
Mike O'Connor:that one's fine -- makes me look like a grown-up. might as well start building the
illusion

Marika Konings::-)
Bladel:Hoping we can have a copy of this deck, especially the last two slides.
Gabriela Szlak:me too!
Mike O'Connor:somebody isn't muted - nice ring tone.
Marika Konings:Yes, we'll share the slides and the recording shortly after this meeting.
Bladel:Thanks, Marika. I presumed as much. :)
Bladel:Someone needs to mute, btw.
Mike O'Connor:really need to mute -- whoever is on their cell. Berard??
John Berard:I am always on mute
Mike O'Connor:sorry... maybe the operator can figure it out.
John Berard:No problem, I am also a usual suspect when it comes to disruption
Mike O'Connor:agreed
Marika Konings:we are checking
John Berard:Are all the new councilors invited to the training program for new leaders that conflicts
with our weekend sessions in BA?
Gabriela Szlak:I am supposed to be at a Training Program, on Saturday what should I prioritize?
Mike O'Connor:i'm on that too
Mike O'Connor:i'm coming to Council
Gabriela Szlak:Ok me too
Gabriela Szlak:this is what I prefer
Gabriela Szlak:the Council
Mike O'Connor:we rejiggered the training session to move the GNSO stuff into Friday
Mike O'Connor:so Council on Saturday is the plan for me.
Gabriela Szlak:great
Gabriela Szlak:thanks, I feel less guilty with the training program
Gabriela Szlak::)
Mike O'Connor:oh no... guilt is a great motivator. stay with that.
Gabriela Szlak::)
Mike O'Connor:oooOOooo... talk about elderly photos
Mike O'Connor:yay Glen!
John Berard:We should probably just go with the ICANNwiki characatures
Mary Wong:Hello!
Mike O'Connor:oo! i'm down wid dat, John
Bladel:Shout out from Scottsdale. :)
Berry Cobb:AZ Respresentin.
Mike O'Connor:or spouse
Bladel:the REAL boss.
Mary Wong:A number of Councilors past and present have chaired WGs and DTs.
Mary Wong:(while on the Council, I mean.)
Mike O'Connor:you're muted
Mike O'Connor:still muted
Amr Elsadr:Maria..., can't hear you.
Maria Farrell:oh, i'm not dialling in. sorry
Amr Elsadr:You can enable audio in the AC room.
Maria Farrell:question was about mailinglist - not as active at all as a few years ago. why is that and
how can we encourage more in between meeting work?
Maria Farrell:thank you!
Maria Farrell:very useful to hear and I agree very much
Marika Konings:I'm happy to prepare a briefing on the GNSO PDP for those interested
Marika Konings:or we can discuss that on Friday morning in BA?
Maria Farrell:friday morning in ba might be great - tbh honest a few of us could probably do with a
refresher, marika,
Marika Konings:Happy to prepare that
Maria Farrell:thanks a million
Amr Elsadr:Thanks Marika. You're a champ. Going over the by-laws, the GNSO WG manual, and
other docs..., I do have questions.
Amr Elsadr:Thanks Jonathan.
David Olive:Agreed good idea
Maria Farrell:so sorry, hand down now. bad habit.
David Olive:THanks Jonanthan and welcome new GNSO Council members

Marika Konings:@Amr - feel free to already send me any questions you may have and I'll do my best
to answer them.
Maria Farrell:welcome new ppl and big thanks to david, marika, jonathan, glen, et al for a great
briefing. Really helpful even to old hands.
Gabriela Szlak:Thank you!
Amr Elsadr:Thanks Marika. :)
Amr Elsadr:Thanks everyone.
Mike O'Connor:thanks all -- great job.
David Olive:See All in BA
Bladel:Thank you.
Magaly Pazello:Thank you!
Gabriela Szlak:see you soon!!
Bladel:Safe travels, everyone.
David Cake:Looking forward to seeing most of you in BA.
Mary Wong:See you all soon!
Marika Konings:Safe travels!

